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ABSTRACT The mutation uni-1 gives rise to uniflagellate Chlamydomonas cells which rotate
around a fixed point in the microscope field, so that the flagellar bending pattern can be
photographed easily . This has allowed us to make a detailed analysis of the wild-type flagellar
bending pattern and the bending patterns of flagella on several mutant strains. Cells containing
uni-1, and recombinants of uni-1 with the suppressor mutations, suppf-1 and sup,,-3, show the
typical asymmetric bending pattern associated with forward swimming in Chlamydomonas,
although suppf-1 flagella have about one-half the normal beat frequency, apparently as the
result of defective function of the outer dynein arms . The pf-17 mutation has been shown to
produce nonmotile flagella in which radial spoke heads and five characteristic axonemal
polypeptides are missing . Recombinants containing pf-17 and either suppf-1 or suppf-3 have
motile flagella, but still lack radial-spoke heads and the associated polypeptides . The flagellar
bending pattern of these recombinants lacking radial-spoke heads is a nearly symmetric, large
amplitude pattern which is quite unlike the wild-type pattern . However, the presence of an
intact radial-spoke system is not required to convert active sliding into bending and is not
required for bend initiation and bend propagation, since all of these processes are active in the
suppf pf-17 recombinants . The function of the radial-spoke system appears to be to convert the
symmetric bending pattern displayed by these recombinants into the asymmetric bending
pattern required for efficient swimming, by inhibiting the developmentof reverse bends during
the recovery phase of the bending cycle .
Chlamydomonas has proven to be a valuable organism for
genetic and biochemical investigations of flagellar structure .
Flagellar function in Chlamydomonas has received more lim-
ited attention, in part because ofthe difficulty of observing or
photographically recording the activity offlagella on swimming
cells. We describe here an analysis of the movement of Chla-
mydomonas flagella, which has been facilitated by making use
of a mutant uni-1 (B . Huang, Z . Ramanis, S . Dutcher, and D .
J . L. Luck, manuscript in preparation) . In uni-1 a high propor-
tion of cells are uniflagellate. When flagella beat in the asym-
metric or "breast-stroke" mode which propels biflagellate cells
forward, uni-1 cells rotate, and in most cases the cells show
little precession. The flagellar beat is executed in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of rotation, and the bending cycle of
cells in which the bending plane is stabilized by proximity to
the surface of a microscope slide can be recorded easily by
stroboscopic dark-field microscopy. We have used this method
to analyze the normal, wild-type, "breast-stroke" mode of
flagellar beating, and one type of variant beating pattern
associated with a flagellar motility mutation.
Among the "paralyzed" flagellar mutants isolated from
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, which show little or no flagellar
motility, are several mutants in which morphological and/or
molecular defects in the radial-spoke or central-pair microtu-
bule structures of the axoneme have been observed (1, 14, 19,
28, 29). The force generating components of the axoneme, the
inner and outer dynein arms, appear to be intact in these
mutants, and in some cases ATP-driven sliding disintegration
of trypsin-digested mutant axonemes has been demonstrated
(30) . An apparently similar axonemal state in which flagellar
bending is inhibited while the active sliding mechanism appears
to be intact can also be obtained in flagella inhibited by C02
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NO+ ion inhibition, and also in the case of flagella exposed to
very low MgATP2- concentrations (24), it has been shown that
bend propagation can occur under conditions where bend
initiation is suppressed . This axonemal state is interesting
because it may indicate the malfunctioning of still unknown
mechanisms that may be required to inhibit selectively the
active sliding process in particular regions of the axoneme to
obtain the non-uniform active sliding required for flagellar
bending . The occurrence of this state in association with mor-
phological defects in the radial-spoke or central-pair microtu-
bule structures provided a strong suggestion that radial spoke-
central pair interactions might be important in modulating the
activity ofthe dynein arm active sliding mechanism, which was
also suggested by ultrastructural evidence for cyclic changes in
these interactions during the ciliary bending cycle (27) .
A reevaluation of this suggestion is now required by the
discovery ofsuppressor mutations (super) which restore motility
to radial-spoke and/orcentral-pair defective paralyzed mutants
without altering their molecular or morphological defects (15).
Four suppf mutants, representing different chromosomal loci,
have been characterized . suppf-I and suppf-2 restore flagellar
activity to both central-pair and radial-spoke defective mutants,
while suppf-3 and sup pf-4 restore activity only to radial-spoke
defective mutants . The data here constitute an analysis of
flagellar bending cycles in the forward mode, in wild type, in
strains carrying the suppt-1 and supef-3 mutations alone, and in
recombinants of these two suppressors with the mutant pf-17 .
Each observation has been made in the background of the uni-
1 mutation . The paralyzed mutant pf-17 shows no flagellar
activity, except for an occasional twitch .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells of Chlamydomonas reinhardiii were scraped from culture plates and sus-
pended in nitrogen-free medium (l8) to induce formation of flagellated gametic
cells. After 1-3 h, these cells were collected by gentle centrifugation and resus-
pended in a solution containing l mM KCI, 2 mM EGTA, 1.7 mM CaCI2, 0.1
MM MgCl2, and 5mM HEPES buffer, at pH 7.1 . This solution hasa relatively
lowCa" ion concentration (-10-s M), but the exact value will vary depending
on the amount of culture solution transferred with the cells . It was used to
suppress the flagellar reversal reaction which dependson the presence ofCat` in
the medium (3, 23).
A25-Al portion of this cell suspension was placed on a clean microscope slide
and a cover glass wasadded . Slides and cover glasses were routinely rinsed with
ethanol and dried with a pad of Kimwipes . Flagellar movement was observed
and photographed using a x40 oil immersion objective and a dark-field con-
denser, with a magnification on 35mm Tri-X film of x 160 . Illumination was
provided by a Varian VIX-150F xenon arc lamp (Eimac Division, Varian
Associates, San Carlos,CA)poweredin apulsed mode with a ChadwickHelmuth
model 136 power supply (Chadwick Helmuth Corp., El Monte, CA) . Moving
film photography with a modified Robot camera (5) was used to separateimages
on film so that multiple images ofthe cell body did not obscure the basal portion
of the flagellum . Flash frequencies were measured by a General Radio model
1192B frequency counter (GenRad Inc., Concord, MA), which measured the
period between flash trigger pulses to 0.1 ms, and were recorded manually . All
data was recorded using a microscope stage maintained at 25°C by circulating
water from a thermostated bath.
Cells were selected for photography that were rotating consistently, with the
flagellum beating in a plane parallel to the microscope-slide surface . In most
cases, the flash frequency was adjusted to a value somewhat below the flagellar
beat frequency, so that a circular pattern of flagellar images that appeared to
contain two to three complete beat cycles was seen as the cell rotated. This gave
photographs that appeared to contain five to 10 images per beat cycle ; actually,
because ofthe "stroboscopic" effect, a sequence ofimages that appeared to repeat
everyn `h image corresponded to n+1 beat cycles, with images occurring at times
separated by I+1/n beatcycles. The beat frequency is then equal to 1+1/n times
the flash frequency . super-lpf--17 recombinants had beat frequencies sufficiently
low for photography at flash rates much higher than the beat frequency. Flash
rates of 50, 60, or 70 Hz were used for these, and the photographs contained
multiple images within individual flagellar beat cycles .
Image analysis was performed by projecting the negatives onto the screen of
a microfilm reader at a final magnification of x 3,650. x and y coordinates of
points on the center line of a flagellar image were obtained using a Numonics
model 1220 digitizer (Numonics Corp., Lansdale, PA) in point-to-point mode
and transmitted to a HP85 microcomputer (Hewlett-Packard Co., Corvallis,
Oregon) . The computer determined the angle and distance between each pair of
points entered, andthenconverted this information to givethe angular orientation
ofthe flagellum as a function offlagellar length at uniform intervals (correspond-
ing to 0.4 pin) along the length . Repeated tracings (two to six) of each image
were averaged to minimize the effects of measurement errors and produce
smoothercurves. The inherent resolutionofthe digitizer is 0.25 mm, but repeated
measurements ofa fixed distance typically had standard deviations (SD) of -0 .1
mm. Since the projected image ofthe flagellum was typically -"1.5mm wide, the
accuracy of the data was largely limited by image quality and determination of
the midline ofthe flagellar image, rather than by the precision of the digitizer .
One type of error is not reduced by averaging repeated tracings. These are
cumulative errors in the measurement oflength along the flagellum. In a curved
region ofthe flagellum, the arc length is approximated by a chord between two
x,y points. The maximum curvatures encountered with the Chlamydomonas
flagellar images were -I radian/pin, for short regions near the base of the
flagellum. Ifthe x,y points are measured at intervals corresponding to0.5pin, the
length will be underestimated by 1% when the curvature is this large . On the
other hand, an overestimation of length will result from the summation of the
length of straight segments between points that do not he exactly on the center
line ofthe flagellum . Ifthe error is on the order ofthe inherent resolution of the
digitizer, e.g., 0.25 mm or 0.07 pin, and x,y points are measured at intervals
corresponding to 0.5pin, the error will be on the order of +1% . This error will be
greater if shorter segment lengths are used between x,y points. To minimize it,
the microcomputerwas instructed to reject points that corresponded to a distance
of <0.3 pin from the previously entered point and to request the operator to
reenter that point . This limitation also limited fluctuations in the angles of the
line segments connecting successive points. These two cumulative errors tend to
neutralize each other in curved regions measured with relatively short steps; in
straighter regions the distance between measured points was usually increased to
reduce the overestimation of length .We are therefore satisfied that this type of
error can be neglected in our analysis.
The data on angle as a function oflength along the flagellum was stored on
magnetic tape, and used later to generate composite plots for multiple images of
a flagellum, as in Fig . 2A . Integration of the angle vs. length data was used to
regenerate and plot multiple x,y images of the flagellar bending pattern, as in
Fig . 2B .
At the start ofanalysis ofimages for a particular cell, the film was rotated so
that the long axis ofa cell body imagewas aligned with the x-coordinate axis of
the digitizer. Awater-color penwas used to trace the outline ofthe cell body and
any obvious features ofthe cell morphology on the projection screen . A point
corresponding to the approximate position ofthe basal end of the flagellum was
also marked on the projection screen, and used as the origin for x,y coordinate
measurements. For analysis of subsequent images of the same cell, the film was
repositioned so that the image of the cell body was aligned with the tracing on
the screen . This procedure established the coordinates used for the results shown
in Figs. 2-5 . The absolute origins of these coordinate axes are only rough
estimates of the position and orientation of the basal end of the flagellum . The
relativepositions ofthe curves, although dependent on theaccuracy ofpositioning
each image, should be significant .
RESULTS
Photographic Data
Fig. 1 illustrates the type of photograph obtained for each
cell type analyzed in this paper. Fig . 1 A illustrates the normal
wild-type flagellar behavior shown by flagella on cells contain-
ing only the mutation uni-1 in an otherwise wild-type back-
ground . All other data in this paper are also from cells con-
taining uni-1, even when this is not explicitly mentioned. Fig .
1 B and C illustrate the behavior offlagella on cells containing
a suppressor mutation, suppf-3 or suppf-l . In both cases, the
flagellar behavior appears similar to the normal beat cycle,
although the beat frequency is consistently lower in the case of
suppf-1 . Fig . 1D and E illustrate the behavior of flagella on
cells containing one of these suppressors and the paralyzed
flagellar mutation pf-17 . In these cases, the flagellar behavior
is clearly different from the normal beat cycle, but the patterns
obtained with the two different suppressors appear to be simi-
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￿
Examples of the photographs used for analysis of the movement of Chlamydomonas flagella . All prints show time
sequences from left to right; the scale divisions are 10 jam . (A) Wild-type bending pattern ; flash rate 69 .0 Hz . (B) A cell containing
the suppressor mutation sup p,-3; flash rate 49.3 Hz . (C) A cell containing the suppressor mutation sup,-1 ; flash rate 26.7 Hz. (D)
A cell containing the paralyzed flagellar mutation pf-17 and supp,-3 ; flash rate 23 .9 Hz . (E) A cell containing the paralyzed flagellar
mutation pf-17 and supp,-1 ; flash rate 70 Hz . (F) Bending pattern during the flagellar reversal reaction ; wild-type cell ; flash rate
56 .2 Hz .
lar. Fig . Ifillustrates the "reversal" behavior of a flagellum on
a cell which is wild-type except for the uniflagellar mutation
uni-1 . The low-calcium medium used for these experiments was
used to discourage the calcium-dependent (3, 23) reversal
responses and no detailed analysis of this bending pattern has
yet been made. However, the photograph is included here to
demonstrate that this symmetrical bending pattern is clearly
distinct from the bending patterns of the suppressed pf-17
flagella illustrated in Fig . 1D and E.
Analysis of the Normal Beat Cycle
Plots of angle vs . length along the flagellum for a flagellum
executing a wild-type (wt) beat cycle are shown in Fig. 2A . If
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the base of the flagellum is assumed to be rigidly anchored in
the cell body, if it is assumed that no sliding between flagellar
tubules can occur at the basal end ofthe flagellum, and if there
is no significant twisting of the axoneme, curves such as those
in Fig . 2A can be interpreted as "shear curves" (5) that provide
an angular measure of the amount of shear displacement
between flagellar tubules as a function of length along the
flagellum . The vertical distance between successive shear
curves then gives an estimate of the shear rate, or sliding
velocity, between tubules, averaged over the time interval
between images . However, this estimate is highly sensitive to
errors in determining the orientation of the cell body when
tracing images of the flagellum . In addition, because of thestroboscopic method used to obtain these flagellar images, any
irregularities in beat frequency will also influence the estimates
of shear rates between successive shear curves.
The data in the shear curves (Fig. 2A) can be integrated to
reconstruct the image of the flagellum in an x,y coordinate
plane and illustrate the bending pattern with the cell body
rotation factored out . The result ofthis process is shown in Fig .
2b . (This bending pattern is unlikely to be identical to the
bending pattern generated by a flagellum on a stationary cell,
as the hydrodynamic loading is different for rotating and
stationary cells.) Since the shear curves contain data averaged
from several independent tracings of the flagellar images, the
s 1e 1s
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FIGURE 2
￿
Analysis of a wild-typebending pattern . (A) Shearcurves
generated by repeated tracings of six consecutive images of this
flagellum . (8) Bending pattern reconstructed by integration of the
shear curves in A. ( C) Artificial shear curves constructed according
to a"constant curvature" model forthe bending pattern, using data
obtained from shear curves in A. (D) Artificial bending pattern
constructed by integration of the shear curves in C . Data for this
flagellum are given in column 1 of Table I .
TABLE I
Data for Individual Flagella
reconstructed x,y curves also represent data averaged from
several tracings, and may therefore be better representations of
the flagellar configurations than can be obtained from simple
tracings of the images . A similar reconstruction process was
used by Hiramoto and Baba (12) in their study of the wave-
forms of echinoderm sperm flagella, although their averaging
process operated on curvatures rather than angles.
Inspection of shear curves such as Fig. 2A suggests that the
waveform is constructed of relatively distinct bent regions,
corresponding to regions of constant slope in the shear curves,
in which curvature and sliding velocity are relatively uniform .
These bent regions are separated by relatively short transition
regions, in which the curvature passes through 0, but does not
remain equal to 0 to produce "straight regions" between bends.
This inspection suggests that it may be possible to characterize
the major features of a bending pattern by specifying the
curvature and sliding velocity in each bend. In doing this, it is
convenient to use the terminology introduced for describing
asymmetrical bending patterns of sea urchin sperm flagella (9) .
The bend of larger curvature which is formed at the base of
the flagellum during the "effective stroke" is referred to as the
principal bend . The principal bends are the regions of large,
negative slope in the shear curves. The bends in the opposite
direction are termed reverse bends ; they correspond to the
regions of small, positive slope in the shear curves.
The average curvature in the principal and reverse bends,
denoted by KP and KR respectively, can be estimated from the
shear curves, as well as the average shear rates in the principal
and reverse bends, denoted by VP and VR, respectively, when
measured in radians per beat cycle . In addition to these four
parameters, it is necessary to specify a fifth parameter, T, which
is the fraction of the beat period between the initiation of
sliding in the reverse bend and the initiation of sliding in the
principal bend. For example, in the flagellum shown in Fig. 2,
there are six images per beat cycle . In images 3, 4, and 5, there
is a principal bend at the base of the flagellum, which increases
in length while its curvature remains approximately constant.
No sliding occurs in this bend between images 3 and 4 or
between images 4 and 5, so it remains at the base of the
flagellum without propagating . In image 6, this principal bend
has begun to propagate along the flagellum as a result ofsliding
which begins in the principal bend some time between images
5 and 6 . This sliding also causes the appearance of a new
*The interval between initiation of sliding in reverse bend and initiation of sliding in principal bend (fraction of beat period) .
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Type wt wt wt suppf-3 supPf-1 sup,,'-3
pf-17
supPf-3
pf-17
sup',-1
pf-17
Shown in figure : 2 3 a and b 3candd 4a 4b 5a 5b 5c
Flagellar length (Rm) 12 .4 12 .4 12 .4 12 .8 10.4 12 13 .2 11 .4
Beat frequency (Hz) f : 67 54 77 53 33 36 42 11 .5
Time interval* T: 0.66 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.45 0.5 0.5 0.56
Curvature in principal bends,
Radians/fern Kp : 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.55 0.66 0.55 0.51 0.56
Curvature in reverse bends,
Radians/lim KR : 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.27 0.16 0.49
Rate of sliding in principal bends
Radians/cycle VP : 8.6 9.0 4.8 7.0 6 9.0 7.25 12 .0
Radians/s 6P : 576 486 370 371 198 324 305 138
Rate of sliding in reverse bends
Radians/cycle VR : 4.0 5.7 3.8 4.7 5.4 7.9 6.4 12
Radians/s áR : 268 308 293 249 178 284 267 138reverse bend at the base of the flagellum, although it is not
really apparent until image 1 . In image 2, sliding within the
new reverse bend has begun. The amounts of sliding between
images 1 and 2, and between images 5 and 6, appear to be
approximately equal fractions of the average amount of sliding
between images, suggesting that the starting points are similarly
spaced following images 1 and 5 . Therefore, since the interval
between images 1 and 5 represents % of the beat cycle, in this
case the estimated value of T is 0.66 . Data obtained from the
shear curves in Fig . 2 are summarized in column 1 ofTable I .
In addition to the five parameters that describe the form of the
bending pattern, the flagellar length and the beat frequency, f,
are also required to completely characterize this flagellum . It
is also useful to express the sliding velocity in absolute terms,
radians per second, by multiplying the sliding velocity in
radians per cycle by the beat frequency.
As a test ofthe adequacy of this characterization of the beat
pattern, the HP85 microcomputer was programmed to draw
shear curves and x,y images for a model flagellum, using as
input only the flagellar length and the five bending pattern
parameters, KP, KR, VP , VR, and r . This procedure assumes a
"constant curvature" model of flagellar waveforms used in an
earlier analysis of asymmetric waveforms of sea urchin sperm
flagella (5) . An example of the results obtained from this
procedure, using data for the flagellum in Fig . 2A and B, is
shown in Fig . 2C and D. Although there is certainly fine detail
in the real shear curves, especially in the transitions between
bends, that is not reproduced in the model calculations, this
procedure generates bending patterns that appear to contain
the major features of the Chlamydomonas flagellar beat cycle.
Since the model shear curves are generated on a relatively
transparent paper, it is possible to make a direct comparison of
the model shear curves with the shear curves obtained from
the data, when the two sets of curves are superimposed. We
found that to obtain model shear curve patterns that closely
matched the shear curves obtained from the data, it was usually
necessary to adjust the values of VR, VP , and T that had been
initially estimated from inspection of the shear curves . This
procedure was therefore used routinely to obtain a more ac-
curate estimate of parameters for each flagellum that was
analyzed.
This analysis was carried out for a sample of 11 flagella on
wild-type cells, and the combined data are given in Table II .
In forming this sample, photographs of cells having relatively
elongated cell bodies were selected, tomake orientation of the
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TABLE II
images more accurate . The relatively small SD for the two
values of curvature, KE, and KR, are noteworthy. In contrast,
there are relatively large variations in the values of shear rate,
Data for Flagellar Samples: Means andSD
a s ila is
Poettion along length (WO
* The interval between initiation of sliding in reverse bend and initiation of sliding in principal bend (fraction of beat period) .
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FIGURE 3 Analysis of two wild-type bending patterns showing
extreme variations in bend angle. The shear curves for these two
flagella are shown in A and C . B is a bending pattern reconstructed
from the shear curves in A, and E is an artifical bending pattern
constructed from data extracted from the shear curves in A . D is a
bending pattern reconstructed from the shear curves in C, and F is
an artifical bending pattern constructed from data extracted from
the shear curves in C.
Type
Shown in Fig. 6
Number of flagella measured
Flagellar length (Am)
Beat frequency (Hz) f :
wt
a
11
12.8 (1 .0)
65(10)
sup P,-3
b
9
11 .8 (1.1)
56 .4 (4.2)
supP,-1
c
11
10 .8 (1 .9)
32 .7 (1 .8)
supP,-3 pf-17
d
15
11 .6 (1 .3)
3S .0 (4 .1)
sup P,-1 pf-17
e
14
10.4 (1.3)
12 .1 (2.6)
Time interval* r : 0.S6 (0.06) 0.S6 (0.06) 0.55 (0.11) 0.S3 (0.07) 0.S2 (0.07)
Curvature in principal bends, RadiansItLm KP : 0.S8 (0.03) 0.60 ~0.06) 0.6S (0.07) 0.S4 (0.07) 0.S5 (0.06)
Curvature in reverse bends, Radians/Am KR : 0.06 (0.02) 0.0S (0.02) 0.09 (0.03) 0.26 (0.09) 0.40 (0.10)
Rate of sliding in principal bends
Radians/ cycle VP : 7 .3 (1 .4) 7 .0 (0.8) 7 .5 (1 .1) 9.1 (1 .8) 12 .8 (3.0)
Radians/ s QP : 464(80) 394(49) 246(33) 314(51) 148(16)
Rate of sliding in reverse bends
Radians/ cycle VR : 4.2 (0 .7) 4 .4 (0.4) 4.8(l .1) 7.4(l .4) 13.0 (3.5)
Radians/ s 6R : 272(44) 247(29) 157(33) 256(48) 151 (26)which correspond to variations in the amplitude ofthe bending
patterns of individual flagella. Shear curves and bending pat-
terns for two flagella representing relatively extreme variations
in amplitude within this sample are shown in Fig . 3, and the
data for these two flagella are given in the second and third
data columns in Table I . In addition, Fig . 3 E and F show the
bending patterns reconstructed from the datausing the constant
curvature model for these two flagella, to show that this mod-
eling procedure adequately characterizes the difference be-
tween these two bending patterns. There is also considerable
variation in beat frequency . For the two extreme cases shown
in Fig . 3, the data (Table I) show an inverse correlation between
beat frequency and shear rate per beat cycle, which reduces
the variation in absolute shear rate, á. However, for the sample
as a whole (Table II) this correlation was weak, and the relative
standard deviations for absolute shear rates were similar to
those for shear rates per beat cycle.
Analysis of the Beat Cycles of Flagella on Cells
Containing Suppressor Mutations
Similar procedures were used to analyze photographs of
flagella on cells containing the suppressor mutations super-3 or
suppf-1 . Examples of tracings of individual cells are shown in
Fig . 4. Averaged data for the samples of each suppressor are
given in Table II . The only difference between the movement
of flagella on cells containing a suppressor mutation and
flagella on wild-type cells that we consider significant is the
reduced beat frequency of flagella on cells containing suppf-1,
which is - 1 /2 the wild-type frequency.
The beat frequencies for cells containing suppf-3 are slightly
lower than the wild-type value . The frequencies obtained with
this suppressor fall in the lower range of the values measured
in the wild-type sample, which contained cells with flagellar
beat frequencies ranging from 50 to 80 Hz . Because of this
large range, a more thorough study would be required to
determine if there is any difference in beat frequency caused
e s 10 is
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FIGURE 4 Shear curves and reconstructed bending patterns for
examples of the suppressor mutations . A is from a cell containing
supp f-3 . B is from a cell containing supP ,-1 .
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Shear curves and reconstructed bending patterns for FIGURE 5
examples of cells containing the paralyzed flagella mutation, pf-17,
and asuppressor mutation . A and Bare from cells containing supp f -
3 . C is from a cell containing suppf -1 .
by the presence of this suppressor mutation .
The curvature in the principal bends (KP) of flagella on cells
containing suppf-1 is slightly higher than the wild-type value .
If this difference is significant, it may be associated with the
slightly shorter lengths measured for the sample of cells con-
taining this suppressor, since the highest values of KP were
found on cells with flagella shorter than 10 jm, none of which
were found in the wild-type sample .
Analysis of the Beat Cycles of Flagella on Cells
Containing pf-17 and a Suppressor
Similar procedures were used to analyze photographs of
flagella on cells containing the paralyzed flagella mutation, pf-
17, and one of the two suppressor mutations. Examples of
shear curves and bending patterns for individual flagella are
shown in Fig . 5 . The example shown in Fig . 5 B was selected
to show one of the mutant bending patterns that most closely
resembled the wild-type bending pattern . Averaged data for
samples of these suppf pf-17 recombinants are given in the last
two columns of Table II .
The obvious difference between the data obtained for cells
containing the mutation pf-17 and for the other cells is the
larger values for curvature in the reverse bends . In the case of
cells containing sup pf-3, the presence of the pf-17 mutation
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of cells containing suppf-1, the presence of the pf-17 mutation
causes a larger increase in KR, and may also cause a small
decrease in KP . The probability that this difference in KP is
significant, using a standard Student's t test, is only 0.85 ;
however, in this case the average flagellar lengths are similar .
The increased values of KR found in the presence ofpf-17 are
associated with reduced beat frequencies and with increased
values for the rates of sliding, when expressed in terms of
radians per beat cycle . However, it is noteworthy that the
A
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FIGURE 6
￿
Artificial bending patterns constructed from the averaged
data in Table It, obtained from the shear curves of flagella in each
sample. (A) Wild-type cells . (8) Cells containing suppf-3 . (C) Cells
containing suppf-1 . (D) Cells containing suppf-3 pf-17 . (E) Cells
containing suppf -1 pf-17 .
presence ofthepf-17 mutation causes no change in the absolute
rate of sliding in the reverse bends, as shown by the bottom
line of Table II .
Fig . 6 summarizes the data in Table II in the form of
reconstructed bending patterns using the constant curvature
model and the averaged data for each of the 5 samples we
analyzed . These diagrams, and the data in Table II, reveal a
major alteration in the bending pattern associated with the
suppressed pf-17 mutation, compared with wild-type or the
suppressors alone .
Molecular Analysis of Flagella on Cells
Containing pf-17 and a Suppressor
To establish that the suppfpf-17 uni-1 recombinants were
lacking radial-spokeheads, we studied the same recombinant
FIGURE 8 Autoradiogram of the polyacrylamide gel slab used for
one-dimensional electrophoretic separation of axonemal polypep-
tides of 300,000 to 400,000 mol wt (methods are given in reference
20) . Only the relevant portion of the original gel is shown . polypep-
tides, I, II, V, and X are known to be deficient in mutants lacking
outer dynein arms (13) . (Lane 1) uni-1 axonemes; (Lane 2) suppf-1
pf-17 uni-1 .7Baxonemes ; (Lane 3) suppf-3 pf-17 uni-1 .1 B axonemes .
Additional description is given in the text .
FIGURE 7 Autoradiogram of the polyacrylamide slab gels used for the two-dimensional separation of 35S-labeled axonemal
polypeptides . Methods of cell culture, radioactive labeling, axonemal isolation, and two-dimensional separation have been
previously described (13, 18, 20) . Only the relevant portions of the original maps are shown . Proteins were applied to the anodic
(right hand) side and basic polypeptides are located on the left side of the gel sab . Tubulins, the preponderant axonemal
polypeptides, are overloaded to permit identification of minor polypeptides ; the a and /3 subunits are not resolved, and together
form streaks . (A) uni-1 axonemes . (8) suppf-1 pf-17 uni-1 " 7B axonemes . (C) suppf-3 pf-17 uni-1 - 1 B axonemes . The numbers and
symbols are described in the text .mutant strains used for analysis of flagellar motility and cul-
tured them under the same conditions used for the motility
studies. It has been established that axonemes of the radial-
spokehead deficient mutants pf-1 and pf-17 lacked five poly-
peptides ranging in molecular weight from 123,000 to 24,000
(14, 19) . These polypeptides are a constant feature of wild-type
axonemes and have a characteristic position in two-dimen-
sional electrophoretic maps generated by nonequilibrium pH
gradient electrophoresis followed by acrylamide gradient gel
electrophoresis in SDS . In the same two-dimensional maps,
suppf-3 shows specific alterations, and in one-dimensional elec-
trophoretic gels used to resolve polypeptides of 300,000 mol
wt (20) suppf-1 has a specific alteration (15) . Using these specific
molecular phenotypes we could confirm the presence of the
suppf and pf-17 mutations in the recombinant strains analyzed
for their flagellar motility phenotypes .
The results of axonemal analysis are shown in Figs . 7 and 8 .
No polypeptide defects have been detected in uni-1 so that
axonemal two-dimensional maps (Fig . 7A) and one-dimen-
sional electrophoreses (Fig . 8, lane 1) derived from this strain
serve as wild-type standards . Comparable analyses ofaxonemal
polypeptides from the recombinant strain suppf-I pf-17 uni-1
7B show that radial-spokehead polypeptides 1, 4, 6, 9, and 10
are absent (Fig . 7B) and that the altered electrophoretic mo-
bility of high molecular weight polypeptide II (Fig . 8, lane 2)
which characterizes suppf-1 (15) is present . Analysis of the
recombinant strain suppf-3 pf-17 uni-1 - IB shows (Fig. 7C) the
absence of radial spokehead components 1, 4, 6, 9, and 10, and
in addition the absence of a polypeptide "s" regularly present
in wild-type along with the appearance oftwo new polypeptides
(indicated with plus signs in Fig. 7 C) . The latter changes are
characteristic of suppf-3 (15) . As expected the suppf-3 pf-17 uni-
1 recombinant shows no alteration in high molecular weight
polypeptides (Fig . 8, lane 3) .
The alterations in the suppfpf-17 uni-1 recombinant axonemal
polypeptides shown in Figs . 7 and 8 were also apparent in
preparation of whole flagella (as opposed to demembranated
axonemes) analyzed by the same methods (data not shown) . In
addition, electron microscopic study of axonemes from the two
recombinant strains showed them to have the typical appear-
ance ofspokehead deficient mutants (14, 19) .
DISCUSSION
Wild-Type Bending Pattern
Our use ofa uniflagellar mutation, uni-1, has made it easy to
obtain high-quality photographs of the flagellar bending pat-
tern of Chlamydomonas, so that we have been able to carry out
a more detailed analysis of the wild-type bending pattern than
has been possible previously . Our photographs and composite
tracings of flagella on uniflagellate cells show flagellar config-
urations indistinguishable from those described in previous
studies of flagella on biflagellate cells (16, 22) . We therefore
have no reason to believe that the uniflagellate condition is
associated with any alterations in flagellar motility, and we will
consider that the data we have obtained from cells containing
uni-1 provide information about the wild-type flagellar bending
pattern .
As recognized by the earlier studies, the wild-type bending
pattern of Chlamydomonas is a highly asymmetric bending
pattern resembling ciliary bending patterns (25). The beat cycle
can be considered to consist of two phases, an effective phase
in which a principal bend forms near the basal end of the
flagellum while the relatively straight distal region of the
flagellum sweeps through the water, and a recovery phase in
which the principal bend formed near the base propagates
distally, leaving the flagellum nearly straight and pointed
anteriorly. Examination of the shear curves, such as Fig . 2a,
makes it clear that the flagellum also generates reverse bends,
which propagate along the flagellum in alternation with the
principal bends. It may be important to consider these regions
as reverse bends, even though their average curvature is only
slightly different from 0, rather than as straight regions, as they
have traditionally been regarded in analyses of ciliary move-
ment .
The shear curves make it evident that the principal and
reverse bends are also regions in which the sliding between
flagellar microtubules occurs in different directions. For con-
venience, we use P-sliding to refer to sliding in the direction
which occurs in principal bends, causing them to propagate
distally, and R-sliding to refer to sliding in the direction which
occurs in reverse bends. Generation offlagellar bending waves
by the continuous propagation ofalternating regions of P- and
R-sliding has previously been designated as a metachronous
sliding pattern (7, 10) . In particular, our shear curvesshow that
the initiation ofthe effective stroke in Chlamydomonas flagella
corresponds to the initiation of R-sliding that is restricted to
the reverse bend region, with P-sliding continuing at approxi-
mately the same rate in the principal bend near the tip of the
flagellum . Previous analyses of ciliary bending patterns have
emphasized the need for a synchronous activation of R-sliding
throughout the length of the cilium at the beginning of the
effective stroke (21). Our observations suggest that there is no
fundamental difference in control mechanisms between cilia
and Chlamydomonas flagella . In both cases, a synchronous
activation of R-sliding appears to be needed throughout the
length of the reverse bend; in the case of Chlamydomonas
flagella, there is usually a principal bend near the tip of the
flagellum at the time of initiation of R-sliding, so that it is
possible to see that the sliding in this principal bend is not
altered .
The shear curves obtained for wild-type flagella of Chla-
mydomonas closely resemble the pattern of shear seen in the
basal region (0-15 [Lm from the base) of sea urchin sperm
flagella that have been demembranated and reactivated at a
high Ca" concentration to induce asymmetry (5), with one
exception. In the sea urchin sperm flagella, principal bends
increase in length and decrease in curvature as they propagate
away from the base of the flagellum; we did not find that
happening with the Chlamydomonas flagella. In the asymmet-
rically beating sea urchin sperm flagella, synchronous sliding
appeared to occur, causing a marked constriction in the ampli-
tude of the shear curves in the region 15-25 p from the base of
the flagellum . The Chlamydomonas flagella are too short to
show such an effect.
One unusual feature of the wild-type bending pattern of
Chlamydomonas is the asymmetry in sliding velocities ; the
sliding velocities in principal bends are --66% greater than in
reverse bends . Since each point on the flagellum must experi-
ence equal amounts of P- and R-sliding in each beat cycle, at
least on the average, to avoid accumulating shear, the inequal-
ity in shear rates must be balanced by an inequality in the
length of time a particular point is in a reverse bend or a
principal bend . In other words, the reverse bends must be
longer than the principal bends; consequently, the asymmetry
in bend angle will be less than the asymmetry in average
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729curvature . This complex of asymmetries is not seen in the
asymmetric bending patterns of sea urchin sperm flagella,
which appear to maintain principal and reverse bends of equal
length (5, 11) .
One of the simplest ways to generate an asymmetric bending
pattern might be to impose a constant curvature on the flagel-
lum, and then propagate a pattern ofsymmetric, metachronous
sliding on this curved flagellum . In the analysis ofasymmetric
bending waves in sea urchin sperm flagella by Brokaw (5), this
simple possibility appeared to be excluded by the appearance
of "synchronous sliding" in the shear curves. Although there
is no synchronous sliding apparent in the shear curves obtained
with these short flagella on Chlamydomonas, the asymmetry in
the rates of P- and R-sliding which was found with the Chla-
mydomonas flagella also makes it impossible to generate these
bending patterns by a simple superposition of symmetric wave
propagation on a curved flagellum .
To extract a characteristic set of parameters from the shear
curves, we employed a constant curvature model, which as-
sumes an idealized pattern of metachronous sliding, with P-
and R-sliding rates that are constant in time and with position
within a bent region . This is only a rough approximation to
the actual shear curves, and there are several features of the
shear curves that are not represented in this model, and may
be significant . Probably the most obvious difference is that the
transitions between principal and reverse bends are not abrupt,
as in the constant curvature model, but are more gradual.
However, we do not find that the transitions involve distinct
"straight regions" (of constant shear angle) as suggested in
earlier studies ofsperm flagellar bending patterns (4, 5) . Abrupt
transitions are, in fact, unlikely if the flagella have significant
elastic bending resistance, as they would require an extremely
high active shear moment to be generated in a short region, to
change the curvature of the flagellum abruptly.
Another feature of the shear curves that is not represented
in the constant curvature model is a higher-than-average cur-
vature in the reverse bend during the initial portion of its
development . The curvature then drops rapidly to a low value
when R-sliding begins in the reverse bend. This feature is
characteristic of the asymmetric bending waves of sea urchin
sperm flagella (see Fig . 10 in reference 5) . It is a more variable
and less pronounced feature of the asymmetric bending pat-
terns of Chlamydomonas flagella . In the samples we examined,
it appeared to be more pronounced in flagella with lower beat
frequencies, (contrast Figs . 3A and B) including most of the
flagella of cells containing super-3 (data not shown) .
Finally, many of the shear curves reveal a reduction in the
rate of R-sliding as reverse bends approach the distal end of
the flagellum, in contrast to the constant sliding velocity as-
sumed by the constant curvature model. The effect of this
feature is to restrict the total amount of shear at the distal end
of the flagellum to about -3 .5 radians .
A similar wild-type bending pattern is also expressed by
flagella on cells containing super 1 or suppr3, the onlydifference
being that the super 1 flagella have a lower beat frequency,
which is approximately half the normal beat frequency . In
combination with other evidence (15) this suggests that the
outer dynein arms in suppf-1 flagella may be nonfunctional,
and that the inner dynein arms may be sufficient to generate
a normal, asymmetric, wild-type bending pattern .
Mutant Bending Pattern
Here we have examined the flagellar bending patterns oftwo
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mutant cell types in which the paralyzed flagellar mutantpf-17
is combined with one of two suppressor mutations . As de-
scribed here and in Huang et al. (15), the ultrastructural and
biochemical defects associated with the pf-17 mutation are
retained when combined with these suppressors. Our results
show that although these suppressors restore motility in the
presence of these pf-17 defects, the pattern of motility is dis-
tinctly different from wild-type. Differences are easily seen by
examining either the bending patterns or the shear curves .
These show that the configuration of the flagellum at the end
of the effective stroke is somewhat similar in both the mutant
and wild-type bending patterns . During the recovery stroke of
the mutant flagella, the propagation of the principal bend is
associated with the formation of a reverse bend with much
greater curvature and bend angle than in the wild-type flagella,
and the curvature of the reverse bend is maintained as the
reverse bend propagates after R-sliding is initiated.
While photographing uni-1 cells and recombinants with uni-
1 we noted that the single flagellum often tended to attach to
the glass surfaces and that cells rotating stably with the flagel-
lum bending in a plane parallel to the microscope-slide surface
represented only a fraction of the cell population . In the case
of recombinants with pf-17 the occurrence of cells attached to
the glass by the flagellar tip and ofthose rotating intermittently
was especially frequent, and it was much more difficult to
obtain photographs than for other cells containing uni-1 . We
were therefore concerned about whether the small population
of cells we were able to photograph was representative of the
entire population of mutant cells . Visual observations of large
numbers of super pf-17 recombinants, both with one and two
flagella, convinced us that the bending patterns of these cells
were at least superficially similar to those obtained from our
photographs, and quite unlike the wild-type pattern. On the
other hand, it is likely that our requirements for photography
of super pf-17 uni-1 recombinants select those cells which have
the most asymmetric bending patterns, and are therefore most
likely to rotate . We conclude that the characteristic mutant
bending pattern is probably a nearly symmetric pattern, in
which the principal and reverse bends may have nearly equal
curvatures . Examples such as the one in Fig . 5 C which has a
nearly symmetric bending pattern, may be most nearly char-
acteristic of the mutant bending pattern . Examples in which
the bending pattern ofthe mutant flagella is much closer to the
wild-type pattern (Fig. 5 B) cannot safely be cited as evidence
for the capability for these flagella to generate the wild-type
bending pattern in the presence of the ultrastructural and
biochemical deficiencies associated with the pf-17 mutation.
These few cases with nearly wild-type flagella could represent
unique individuals in which the pf-17 ultrastructural and bio-
chemical deficienciesmay be at least partially restored by some
leakiness of the mutation; because of the rarity of this class, the
restoration would not be detected in our ultrastructural and
biochemical examination of the recombinant population .
If, as suggested above, our photographs ofthe mutant flagella
select a range of phenotypes intermediate between the wild-
type and mutant bending patterns, they provide information
that would not be obtained from an unbiased sample of the
mutant flagella. Data for the sample ofsuppr3pf-17 cells (Table
II) show that the average value of KR is intermediate between
the wild-type value and the value for the supprl pf-17 cells; in
addition, the ratio between Vp and VR (1 .22) is also interme-
diate between the values of 1.7 and 0.98 found for the wild-
type and supf-I pf-17 samples, respectively . In other words, agradual increase in the value of KR is associated with a gradual
increase in the relative value ofVR, suggesting that there is a
coordinated change in both of these variables as the influence
of the radial spoke system is gradually decreased .
If the mutant bending pattern of pf-17 in the presence of
these suppressors is asymmetrical bending pattern, it is impor-
tant to note that it is very different from the symmetrical
bending pattern shown in Fig . 1 F, which is obtained during
the reversal response of Chlamydomonas flagella . The mutant
bending pattern clearly involves much larger bend angles . It
will be interesting to compare these two symmetrical patterns
in detail, and to examine whether the suppressed pf-17 cells
can display reversal responses, and if so whether the bending
The Function of the Radial-spoke System
The pf-17 mutation is characterized by an ultrastructural
deficiency in thespokeheads by whichthe radial spokes interact
with central-pair microtubule structures (14), and this defi-
ciency is retained in thepresence of thesuppressors suppt-1 and
suppt-3 which restore motility. We therefore conclude that the
mutant bending pattern illustrates motility that can be gener-
ated by flagella in the absence of a functional radial-spoke
system. We can therefore exclude some possible functions that
have been suggested for the radial spoke system.
It has been suggested that radial spoke-central tubule inter-
actions are required for conversion of active sliding, generated
by the dynein arms between outer doublet microtubules, into
bending of the axoneme (27) . Our results demonstrate une-
quivocally that this is incorrect . Bending of the axoneme is
necessarily associated with differences in the ratesof sliding at
different points along theaxoneme . These differences in sliding
rates can be generated by differences in dynein-arm activity,
by the differences in viscous and elastic resistive forces associ-
ated with a bending wave, and by sliding resistances imposed
by axonemal structures . Since removal of the basal end of an
axoneme often prevents conversion of sliding into bending (6,
26), the resistance provided by interconnections ofthe flagellar
microtubules at the basal end of the flagellum appears to be
important . Sliding resistances contributed by the radial-spoke
system could contribute to or modify the formation of bends,
but do not appear to be essential for the conversion of sliding
into bending .
Our results also show that, in the absence of a functional
radial-spoke system, bends can propagate normally along a
flagellum, new bends can develop at the basal end ofa flagel-
lum, andan approximately normal flagellar configuration seen
at the end of the effective stroke, when P-sliding is initiated,
can be reached . The mutant bending pattern seen in the
absence of a functional radial-spoke system is a nearly sym-
metric pattern, similar in many respects to the pattern of
bending seen near the basal ends of longer flagella generating
waves oflargebend angle (12) . Itmaybe reasonable to consider
it to be a simpler bending pattern than the wild-type bending
pattern . The function of the radial-spoke system would then
appear to be to modify this simple symmetricbending pattern
to produce the asymmetric bending pattern required for effec-
tive motility of Chlamydomonas.
In the wild-type bending pattern, the flagellum starts its
effective stroke from an approximately straight configuration,
with little curvature in the reverse bend, and the amount of
sliding required to reach the configuration at the end of the
effective phase is less than in the mutant bending pattern.
Consequently, if the rate of R-sliding is the same, the duration
of the effective phase will be less in thewild-type pattern, and
the beat frequency can be higher . However, the amount of
sliding required to propagate the principal bend to the end of
the flagellum will be the same, regardless of the curvature in
the reverse bend. Consequently, the duration of the recovery
phase will remain the same if the rate of P-sliding is the same,
and the recovery phase will occupy about two-thirds of the
beat cycle . This is not what is seen in the wild-type pattern.
Instead, the rate of P-sliding is higher, so that the duration of
the recovery phase is similar to the duration of the effective
phase, and the beat frequency is further increased over that
found with the mutant bending pattern.
This pattern of changes in bending pattern which we are
attributing to the functioning of the radial spoke system differs
from that seen when asymmetry is induced in sea urchin sperm
flagella by an increase in Ca" concentration (5) . In the latter
case, the curvature in the reverse bends can be reduced to 0,
but this is not associated with an increase in the rate of P-
sliding. Instead, there is an increase in curvature in the principal
bends, and no change in beat frequency .
Although it is relatively easy to imagine that the radial-spoke
system could monitor the curvature of the flagellum, and
interact with the central pair microtubule system in a way that
would limit the curvature that develops in the reverse bends, it
is less easy to understand the increased rate of P-sliding that is
observed in the presence ofthe functional radial-spoke system.
This second effect could independently be a direct effect of the
radial spoke system. More likely, it may indicate the presence
of a separate regulatory mechanism in the flagellum, perhaps
one that adjusts the relative lengths of the recovery and effec-
tive phases by increasing the rate of P-sliding. Further under-
standing of these changes in bending pattern will probably
require detailed simulation of models for the bendingof Chla-
mydomonas flagella that take into account the various resist-
ances that may influence the rate of P-sliding and examine
various types of control mechanisms.
The primary action of the radial-spoke system in converting
a symmetric bending pattern into the asymmetric, wild-type
bendingpatternappears to be an inhibition of thedevelopment
of reverse bends . In the paralyzed mutants with radial-spoke
system defects, both principal and reverse bend initiation ap-
pear to be inhibited. However, these two types of inhibition
must be different, since suppf mutationsovercome the inhibition
ofbending associated with radial-spoke system defects, but do
not block the inhibition of reverse bending in the wild-type
bending pattern.
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